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PADDLE STROKES
Boat control—getting your boat to go where you want—is fundamental to making
a plan and executing it. Boat control involves grabbing, or being grabbed by, the
river. We have two ways to grab the river: using the paddle and using the bottom
of the packraft. This section describes using paddle strokes to grab the river, and
the following section describes edging, which involves pushing one side of the
floor deeper into the water to give the river more to grab.
Boat control is a full-body activity. Adjust your outfitting to support a proper
paddling position as much as possible, and use your core muscles for stability
and power. Keep your elbows low to protect your shoulders from injury. Use or
install thigh straps for even more control.
An effective way to learn different paddle strokes is to play games on flat water.
Options include tag, passing a ball around, chasing a (beach) ball downriver, or
bumper boats (try to tap opponents’ sterns with your bow). A friend brought
floating packraft polo goals made of hula hoops to my summer camp-themed
wedding.
Develop your boat control skills on flat and controlled water before venturing
out to more committing locations. Applying these principles to rivers and open
water is discussed in Part II: Rivers and Open Water.

Athletic Stance

Crossover athletes are likely familiar with the concept of an athletic stance. The
athletic stance puts you in a position to move quickly with power—on the court
or in the mountains. The athletic stance equivalent in paddlesports is proper
paddling position.
Adjust fit and position: An athletic paddling position involves sitting tall
(good posture) with a slightly relaxed spine. Depending on your flexibility and
leg positions, sitting tall can be taxing on your core muscles. The boat can
help—every point of contact provides support to hold you upright. Adjust your
seat and backband, and consider installing thigh straps and a foot brace to
maximize contact.
Relax your spine: A slight spine relaxation serves two purposes: it is exhausting
to hold tension in the spine, and relaxation provides shock absorption. You will
need a relaxed spine to change positions as your paddle: a forward lean (hinging
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from your hips) when using power strokes, leaning to a side for edge control
and draw strokes, etc.

paddles, but most use a right-hand paddle. Note that a loose grip is effective;
holding the shaft too firmly results in forearm fatigue.

Use your core: Arm muscles are significantly smaller and weaker than torso
muscles. Effective paddling comes from the core, with arms used for placement
rather than power. If you notice that your arms are doing the power work, re-engage your core. To convince yourself that your torso can do all of the work, hold
the paddle in front of you with arms straight and elbows locked. Notice that you
can make forward strokes by rotating your torso, even if your elbows stay locked.

Power face: Most paddle blades have a concave and asymmetrical shape. Orient
the paddle so that its concave part—the power face—faces the stern. You get
more power when the power face scoops water. If your blade is asymmetrical,
the shorter edge of the blade should be on the bottom.

Protect your shoulders: To protect your shoulders from injury, keep your elbows
low and in front of your torso. Arm extensions, especially reaching overhead, put
your shoulder in an injury-prone position. Dislocated shoulders are discussed
in Chapter 11: Medical Emergencies.

Grip and Orientation

The paddle should be gripped with spacing similar to doing push-ups or pullups. Grab the paddle shaft with both hands and raise it to a resting position on
top of your head. Slide your hands along the paddle until each elbow is at a right
angle (90-degrees between the forearm and upper arm).

Power Strokes

Power strokes are used for propulsion—to move faster or slower than the current.
A few strong power strokes are more effective than many passive “lily-dipping”
strokes that barely scratch the surface. If you need to avoid a hazard and only
have time for a few strokes, make them count by using power strokes.
When you passively float in a river, the boat goes where the river wants you to
go. Power strokes provide the propulsion to move the packraft to where you want
it to be. The most basic strokes, forward and reverse, are power strokes. Power
strokes help you to move faster, slower, or cross-current.
Forward stroke: Power comes from your core, and the easiest way to transfer
that power to the water is with a forward stroke and torso rotation.
Catch: Lean forward by hinging from your hips. Plunge the entire
blade into the water, as near to upright as possible—think of the water
as wet cement. The blade should be at your knees or farther forward
for maximum power.

Power: Rotate your torso to pull the boat through the water. Visualize
pulling the boat through the water as opposed to pulling the paddle
toward the boat.

Paddle index: Some paddle shafts have an index, which is a slightly ellipsoidal
section in the grip positions. The indexes can help you identify where to hold
the paddle.
Dominant hand: Hold your paddle with one fixed grip (dominant hand) and
one pivoting grip (off-hand). Left-handed boaters might be able to find custom

Release: Withdraw the blade from the water when it is in line with
your hips. You might need to rotate the blade’s angle so that it can
slice up and out of the water with the least resistance.

PRO TIP!
Extending the stroke past your hips doesn’t add power; it pulls your boat down into
the water and leaves you in an unstable position. When the paddle is behind your
hips, in line with the side tubes, you lose the ability to quickly brace for stability.
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2. Twist your torso to provide the power that will sweep the blade in a
broad arc at the top of the water column. Finish at a position in line
with your hips.
3. The boat will rotate away from the sweep.
Reverse sweep: A reverse sweep is similar in principle. Start the stroke by
placing the paddle toward the stern (45 degrees from the stern is a good target)
and then sweep it forward to finish in line with your hips.

Back stroke: Back strokes are the opposite of forward strokes. Catch the water
near your hips and use your torso to push the boat away from the paddle. Back
strokes are beneficial when you want to keep facing downstream but need to slow
your downstream motion. Aggressive back strokes can feel unstable; you might
be better off spinning the packraft to face upstream and using forward strokes.

Sweep Strokes

Packrafts are inclined to turn, whether we like it or not. For intentional turning,
try a sweep. A sweep is like a power stroke turned on its side. Instead of digging
vertically into the water, you will sweep horizontally, keeping the paddle shaft as
close to horizontal as possible. The blade should remain in the upper six inches
of water during the entire stroke. Sweeps can either be slow and passive or quick
and powerful. The farther you can reach the paddle, the more effective the turn.
Steps to make a forward sweep:

1. Reach toward the bow and place the blade at the surface of the water,
with the power face oriented vertically to catch the upper six inches
of water.

PRO TIP!
All of the paddle strokes can be blended. See how many you can do without
taking your paddle out of the water.

Draws

Draw strokes are very effective in packrafts and are a valuable addition to your
quiver. Draw strokes are practical because packrafts sit shallowly and spin easily.
A draw stroke allows us to “grab” deeper water. These strokes are used to slide
the boat laterally, make rudder-like rotational adjustments, or catch the river’s
current. Draw strokes are recognizable by their distinct near-vertical paddle
orientation.

